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Abstract. Argumentation is a reasoning mechanism attractive due to
its dialectical and non monotonic nature, and its properties of compu-
tational tractability. In dynamic domains where the agents deal with in-
complete and contradictory information, an argument comparison crite-
rion can be used to determine the accepted information. Argumentation
systems with a single argument comparison criterion have been widely in-
vestigated; in some of these approaches, the comparison criterion is fixed
while in others a criterion can be selected and replaced in a modular
way. We present an argumentative server providing client agents with
recommendations and giving the possibility of specifying which of the
available argument comparison criteria will be used to answer a query;
for that, we formalize a special type of contextual query which by the
use of conditions allows the server to dynamically change the criterion
providing a declarative way of representing users preferences.

1 Introduction

A defeasible argumentation system provides ways of confronting contradictory
statements to determine whether some particular information can be accepted or
warranted [9,1,6,7]. To obtain an answer, an argumentation process goes through
a series of steps. A very important one is the comparison of conflicting arguments
to decide which one prevails. The definition of a formal comparison criterion thus
becomes a central problem in defeasible argumentation.

Argumentation systems using a single argument comparison criterion have
been widely studied in the literature [13,16,18,3,17,9]. The comparison criterion
represents a fundamental part of an argumentation system because the inferences
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an agent can obtain from its knowledge will depend on the criterion being used.
In some of these approaches, the comparison criterion is fixed while in others a
criterion can be selected and replaced in a modular way. The main contribution
is to provide a more declarative way of representing users preferences by means
of a framework where several comparison criteria can be taken into account and
the selection of one depend on the specific conditions that are satisfied. Next,
we present an example that will serve two purposes: to motivate the main ideas
of our proposal, and to serve as a running example.

Example 1 Consider an on board computer making recommendations to the
user of the vehicle in which is installed, like suggesting a hotel. To give ad-
vice, the computer uses two types of knowledge: the user’s particular preferences
which are obtained before starting the travel; and particular information about the
user’s context, obtained dynamically during the travel. Besides this knowledge,
the computer also needs certain criteria for making decisions to give recommen-
dations. The computer could use some of the following criteria: security and
comfort. However, the driver can restrict the criteria that the computer may use
by means of conditions; for instance, before starting a journey the driver may tell
the computer that if the road is blocked by striking workers, the computer has to
consider the security criteria. In this situation, the restrictions are defined over
the possible existence of specific knowledge stored in the computer and, depending
on the chosen criteria, the user might receive contradictory recommendations.

Recently, there have been important developments in AI regarding contextual
and conditional preferences [5,2]. A particularly active area is focused on the
association of conditions to users preferences [4,12]. In [4], a conditional pre-
ference network (CP-nets) is proposed. Like us, the authors present a model
for representing and reasoning with the user preferences, where conditional pre-
ference expressions are permitted. In contrast to [4], our approach is defined
over dynamic domains where the agents deal with incomplete and contradictory
information. We formalize a special type of contextual query which by means of
conditions allows the server to dynamically know what criterion to choose.

The study of Recommender Systems [14,15,11,8] has become important in AI
over the last decade. We focus on a particular form of implementing recommender
systems, called Recommender Servers that extends the integration of argumenta-
tion and recommender systems to a Multi-Agent System setting. Recommender
Servers are based on an implementation of DeLP [9] called DeLP-Server [10]. In
this paper we will introduce a defeasible logic programming recommender server
which allows the clients to select through conditional expressions which criteria
the server will use to answer their queries.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we will present
the necessary background introducing basic definitions and some works that
will be used in the rest of the paper; then, in Section 3 we will introduce the
recommender server whose reasoning will be addressed by one of the comparison
criteria indicated in the client query. To illustrate the formalism, in Section 4
we introduce an example in DeLP. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss related work
and offer our conclusions and the possible directions for our future work.
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2 Preliminary Background

In [10], an extended implementation of DeLP, called DeLP-server, has been pre-
sented; this system provides an argumentative reasoning service for multi-agent
systems. A DeLP-server is a stand-alone application that stores a DeLP-program
that is used to answer client queries. To answer queries, the DeLP-server will
use the public knowledge stored in it as a Defeasible Logic Program, comple-
menting this with individual knowledge a client agent might send, thus creating
a particular scenario for the query (see Fig. 1). This information modifying the
public knowledge stored in the DeLP-server is called context, and denoted Co.

In DeLP, knowledge is represented using facts, strict and defeasible rules.
Facts are ground literals representing atomic information, or the negation of
atomic information using the strong negation “∼”. An overlined literal will de-
note the complement of that literal with respect to strong negation, i.e., L is
∼L, and ∼L is L. Strict Rules are denoted L0 ← L1 , . . . ,Ln and represent firm
information, whereas Defeasible Rules are denoted L0 –≺ L1 , . . . ,Ln and repre-
sent defeasible knowledge, i.e., tentative information, where the head L0 is a
literal and the body{Li}i>0 is a set of literals. A Defeasible Logic Program P
(DeLP-program for short) is a set of facts, strict rules and defeasible rules.

Example 2 Continuing with Ex. 1, let Pl be a DeLP-program that models the
information stored inside the on board computer and Pc be a DeLP-program re-
presenting the private pieces of information related to a driver particular context:

Pl =



nearby lodging –≺ included AC .

∼nearby lodging –≺ dangerous area.

road blocked ← workers on strike.

dangerous area ← zone lots of thefts.

downtown ← zone lots of restaurants.


Pc =


zone lots of thefts.
zone lots of restaurants.
included AC.
workers on strike.



Given a DeLP-program P, a derivation for a literal L from P is called ‘defeasible’,
because there may exist information that contradicts L.

Definition 1 (Defeasible/Strict Derivation) [9] Let P be a DeLP-program
and L a ground literal. A defeasible derivation of L from P, denoted P |∼ L, is
a finite sequence of ground literals L1, L2, . . . , Ln = L, where each literal Li is
in the sequence because:

(a) Li is a fact in P, or
(b) there exists a rule Ri in P (strict or defeasible) with head Li and body

B1, B2, . . . , Bk and every literal of the body is an element Lj of the sequence
appearing before Li (j < i).

We will say that L has a strict derivation from P, denoted P ` L, if either L
is a fact or all the rules used for obtaining the sequence L1, L2, . . . , Ln are strict
rules.
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Two literals are contradictory if they are complementary. Let P be a DeLP-
program, the program P is coherent iff there are no strict derivations for two
contradictory literals from P. The set of literals supported by strict derivations
is assumed to be non-contradictory, since these derivations are based on strict
rules, which cannot be defeated.

A query is a literal Q, and the set of all possible queries will be denoted
Q. In [10], several contextual queries were defined, these types of queries allow
the inclusion of private pieces of information related to the agents’s particular
context that will be taken into consideration when computing the answers.

Definition 2 (Contextual query) [10]
Given a DeLP-program P, a contextual query for P is a pair [Ls, Q] where Ls
is a non-contradictory set of literals, and Q is a query.

Three operators for DeLP-programs were introduced in [10] to consider di-
fferent ways in which the clients’ specific information is used when computing
answers; these proposed operators will temporally modify the public knowledge
stored in the server just for obtaining the answer. Here, our research is not
focussed in these contextual operators, and we will use the union operator ∪ as
a simple context handling operator.

Below, in Fig. 1, the graphical representation of the client/server model pro-
posed in [10], is shown depicting a client agent sending a contextual query, and
the main components of a DeLP-server.

Fig. 1: Answer for a contextual query.

When reasoning with contradictory and dynamic information, the DeLP sys-
tem builds arguments from the program. An argument A for a literal L is a
minimal, non contradictory set of defeasible rules such that together with the
programs’ strict knowledge allows the derivation of L that will also be called
the “conclusion” supported by A, and for a given program the set of all possible
arguments will be denoted as Args.

Given an argument A1 that is in conflict with other argument A2, to decide
which one prevails, the two arguments must be compared using some criterion.
Existing argumentation systems use a fixed comparison criterion embedded in
the system.
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3 Conditions based reasoning for the dynamic selection
of criteria

As we have said, given two arguments A1 and A2 in conflict it is necessary to
use a criterion to decide which argument prevails and if A1 is the prevailing
argument, A1 is said to be a defeater of A2. If A2 is preferred to A1, then A1

will not defeat A2, and A2 prevails. If neither argument is preferred over the
other, a blocking situation occurs and both arguments become defeated [9]. We
will denote a preference criterion over arguments with C and a set of preference
criteria S = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn}. For our running example, we could assume the two
criteria Ccomfort , that favors “comfort”, and Csecurity , that favors “security”.

Definition 3 (Preference criterion) Let Args be a set of arguments. A Pre-
ference criterion is a function C : Args × Args −→ {⊥,>}, obtaining > when
the first argument is preferred over the second, and ⊥ otherwise.

A contextual query includes the client’s own information, and that informa-
tion is used by the server to compute an answer. However, if in a client’s query
the server has to use a particular criterion, it will be necessary to change the
structure of the contextual query to include them expanding it by including an
expression that indicates to the server how to solve the query; to this end, a
conditional expression will be added to the query expression.

A server will answer a query considering the preference criteria indicated by
the client in a conditional-preference expression, or cp-exp for short; Definition 4
introduces the cp-exps. A cp-exp will be either a preference criterion, or cp-exp
will be a guard G followed by two expressions E1 and E2 as explained below.

Definition 4 (Conditional-preference expression) Given the criterion
C ∈ S and a set of literals G. An expression E is a cp-exp iff:

i) E = C, or

ii) E = [G : E1; E2] where E1 and E2 are cp-exps.

In case (i), the preference criterion C is applied, while in case (ii) the guard G
is evaluated, if G verifies then E1 is applied, otherwise E2 is applied.

As noted, a cp-exp may be associated to restrictive conditions. Let P ′ be
a DeLP-program, to evaluate the set of literals G we will assume a function
eval(G,P ′) such that its range is {>,⊥}, obtaining > iff for each literal L ∈ G
there exist a strict derivation from P ′, i.e., P ′ ` L, ⊥ otherwise.

We assume that the client agent may want that the criterion to be used
be the one available by default already configured in the server. This criterion
is denoted with the constant “default”. Therefore, if cp-exp E = ∅ we assume
that the used criterion will be the server default criterion. With a conditional-
preference expression we are interested in providing a more declarative way of
representing users preferences.
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Example 3 Consider the criteria Ccomfort and Csecurity stated above. The cri-
teria to establish whether a nearby lodging is recommended may be obtained by
means of some of the following expressions:

E1 = [{downtown} : Ccomfort ,Csecurity ]

E2 = [{dangerous area} : [{road blocked} : Csecurity ,Ccomfort ], default ]

The expression E1 represents the following conditional-preference expression: “If
there is a strict derivation for downtown then use the comparison criterion pre-
ferring comfort, otherwise use the criterion favoring security”. The expression E2
represents a nested condition: “If there is a strict derivation for dangerous area
then the expression [{road blocked} : Csecurity ,Ccomfort ] is evaluated, otherwise it
uses the default criterion. The way of evaluating [{road blocked} : Csecurity ,Ccomfort ]
is similar to the expression E1”.

The example above shows how simple expressions such as E1 and more complex
expressions such as E2 could be built. As we will show in the following section,
this example is of special interest since it will serve to show the different results
two queries using these expressions will produce.

Thus, the client agents could indicate how their queries have to be solved by
the server. For that reason, the cp-exp denoting the conditions the server has
to consider to select a criterion, are included in the queries. This new type of
contextual query will be called conditional-preference based query.

Definition 5 (Conditional-preference based query) A conditional-preferen-
ce based query CQ is a tuple [Co, E , Q], where Co is a particular context for CQ,
E is a cp-exp, and Q is a query.

It is important to mention that CQ is an extension of the contextual query
introduced in [10]. We refer the interested reader to [10] for details on those
queries.

Example 4 Going back to Example 2 and considering Example 3. Given the
query “nearby lodging”, two conditional-preference based queries can be built:

[Pc, E1,nearby lodging ]

[Pc, E2,nearby lodging ]

Given a CQ, we said that the set of criteria belonging to a cp-exp is the set of
valid criteria, denoted C, for that particular query. Following Example 4, the
fact of having the same query but with distinct valid criteria set makes possible
to vary the criterion used for solving each query.

As defined next, a DeLP-interpreter will be represented, in general, as a
function such that given a program, a preference criterion and a query, it returns
the corresponding answer.

Definition 6 (DeLP-interpreter) Let P be the set of coherent DeLP-programs,
C be a set of valid criteria and Q be the set of possible queries. A DeLP-
interpreter is a function I : P × C × Q −→ R, where R is the set of possible
answers, i.e., R = {no, yes, undecided, unknown}.
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As already mentioned, we propose a client/server interaction allowing the client
agents to interact with a recommender server by sending conditional-preference
based queries. Now, we formally present the concept of preference-based reaso-
ning server.

Definition 7 (Conditional-preference based reasoning server) A condi-
tional-reference based reasoning server is a 4-tuple CRS = 〈I,O,P,S〉, where I
is a DeLP-interpreter, O is a set of DeLP-operators, P is a DeLP-program and
S is a set of preference criteria.

A CRS can accept queries from several clients and an agent can consult several
servers. However, a CRS will answer only the queries that include criteria the
server recognizes.

Consider a DeLP-program P modified with the context Co, and a valid cri-
terion C ∈ C. To evaluate a cp-exp E we will use a function cond(E ,P) such that
its range is the set of valid criteria C, defined as follows.

Definition 8 (Condition Evaluation Function) Let E be the set of all po-
ssible cp-exp, P be the set of coherent DeLP-programs, and C be a set of valid
criteria, then we define the function cond with the following signature

cond : E× P −→ C,

and the evaluation of E in P is defined as:

i ) cond(E ,P) = C if E = C, or

ii ) cond(E ,P) = cond(E1,P) if E = [G : E1; E2] and eval(G,P) = >, or

iii ) cond(E ,P) = cond(E2,P) if E = [G : E1; E2] and eval(G,P) = ⊥.

Queries are answered using public knowledge stored in the server, plus individual
knowledge sent with the query, and one of the criteria that a client agent sends
as part of a conditional-preference expression. The answer will be obtained by
means of an argumentative inference mechanism.

Definition 9 (Answer for a query) Let CRS = 〈I,O,P,S〉 be a conditional-
preference based reasoning service, PQ = [Co, E , Q] be a conditional-preference
based query for CRS, P ′ be a program modified with the context Co, i.e.,
P ′ = P ∪ Co, and Ci be the criterion obtained from evaluating the expression
E. An answer for PQ from CRS, denoted Ans(CRS,PQ), corresponds to the
result of the function I(P ′,Ci, Q).

4 Application example

In this section we will present a DeLP example showing how the answer to a
query varies according to the criterion that results from evaluating a cp-exp.
Let Pl and Pc be the DeLP-programs presented in Example 2, and consider the
conditional-preference based queries from Example 4;
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1. [Pc, E1,nearby lodging ]

2. [Pc, E2,nearby lodging ]

such that

E1 = [{downtown} : Ccomfort ,Csecurity ]

E2 = [{dangerous area} : [{road blocked} : Csecurity ,Ccomfort ], default]

In both queries, the same DeLP-program P ′ = Pl∪Pc is obtained. From the pro-
gram P ′ two arguments can be built: the argument A in favor of recommending
a nearby lodging.

A =
{

nearby lodging –≺ included AC .
}

and the argument B in favor of not recommending a nearby lodging:

B =
{
∼nearby lodging –≺ dangerous area.

}
Clearly, A and B are in conflict. To determine which one prevails, we have
to establish the argument comparison criterion to be used. Consider the first
conditional-preference based query presented above:

[Pc, E1,nearby lodging ]

Due to the strict derivation of “downtown” from P ′, we obtain the criterion
Ccomfort as the result of the function “cond”. We assume that Ccomfort establi-
shes that A is preferred to B, since the argument A has the information that the
bedrooms in the lodge have air conditioning, then A will defeat to B. In DeLP a
query Q is warranted from a program P if there exists an undefeated argument
A1 supporting Q. To establish whether the argument A is an undefeated argu-
ment, we will assume that the dialectical analysis proposed in [9] is performed.
Since, this dialectical process assures that the conclusion nearby lodging is wa-
rranted, then the answer for the query is yes.
Consider now the second conditional-preference based query presented above:

[Pc, E2,nearby lodging ]

after completing the whole argumentative process, the answer for nearby lodging
is no, i.e., the conclusion nearby lodging is not warranted. In this case, the strict
derivations of dangerous area and road blocked from P ′ are obtained, then the
evaluation of E2 establish that the chosen criterion is Csecurity . In order to ob-
tain the answer for nearby lodging, we assume that Csecurity determines that B
is preferred to A, since the argument B has the information that the vehicle
is in a dangerous area. As B is a non-defeated argument, then the conclusion
∼nearby lodging is warranted and the answer for the query is no. For a de-
tailed presentation of the dialectical analysis used for answer the two conditional-
preference based queries introduced in this paper see [9].
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As mentioned, in [10] the proposed server is configured to use a fixed com-
parison criterion embedded in the system. Thus, the answers to our example
queries will be always solved using the same criterion. In contrast to [10], in the
complete example we show that with our approach the same query with the same
context but with different conditional-preference expressions can give different
criteria, and possibly different answers. This was one of our goals.

5 Conclusions, related and future work

We presented a model that allows an argumentative reasoning server to dynami-
cally select the argument comparison criterion to be used. For this, we formally
defined the notion of conditional-preference expression, which is part of a new
type of contextual query, called conditional-preference based query. We showed
how these expressions are evaluated by means of a function, called “cond”,
which determines which criterion prevails for the query. DeLP was proposed
as the knowledge representation and reasoning system, therefore the DeLP-
interpreter is in charge of solving the queries. In Section 4 an example was
presented where an agent performs two queries with the same context but with
different conditional-preference expressions, getting different results. We showed
how in the proposed model, argument comparison criteria are directly related to
the inferences obtained by an agent.

Our approach was in part inspired by [10], where several servers can be
created, and knowledge can be shared through them. Nevertheless, in contrast
with us, they use a preference criteria embedded into the interpreter, i.e., to
answer a query, the server is configured to use the same specific criterion. In
fact, we provide clients with the possibility of indicating to the server what
criteria could use to compute the answer for a specific query.

In [4], an approach where the preference is subjected to conditional depen-
dence was proposed. A preference relation is defined as a total pre-order (a ran-
king) over some set of variables such that the preference over the values of one
variable depends on the value of others. Their main contribution is a graphical
representation of preferences that reflects conditional dependence and indepen-
dence of preference statements under a ceteris paribus (all else being equal)
interpretation. Similar to us, the authors present a model for representing and
reasoning with the user preferences, where conditional preference expressions are
permitted. In contrast with us, they provide a framework where the preferences
are considered for decision making where the space of possible actions or deci-
sions available to someone is fixed, with well-understood dynamics, conversely,
in our framework the situation is different, i.e., the selected application domains
are dynamic and agents deal with incomplete and contradictory information; for
that reason, our research is focused on argumentative systems.

As future work we are developing an implementation of a DeLP-server that
can dynamically handle conditional based preference criteria. We are also study-
ing the possibility of developing more powerful comparison criteria expressions
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that allow more expressive combinations. Another extension will be to integrate
our proposed framework with others argumentative systems similar to DeLP.
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